PM TRADE Operational Environment

TRAINING CONTINUUM

Virtual

PdM GCTT
Individual & Crew Skills
Driver, Operator, Gunnery, Maintainer
Virtual Skills

PdM CTIS
Bde Level Instrumentation
ExCon, Comms, MC, Data Mgmt & AAR
CTC Instrumentation

PdM LTS
Bn Level Instrumentation
Combined Arms Engagement Pairing
Force-on-Force

PD DT
Instrumented Urban Operations
Live Fire Ranges & Battlefield Effects
Force-on-Target

Shared Assets & Architectures

EUCom ★ CENTCOM ★ AFRICOM

PL TRADE
Product Line Management

PL FMS
Enabling Training Readiness for our Partner Nations

PL TRADE

Standards & Governance

NORTHCOM ★ PACOM ★ SOUTHCOM

Homestation - Institution

Battle Ranges

Combat Training Centers

Deployed